ISAF Yacht Training Programme

Training Resources

A submission from the Korea Sailing Federation

Purpose or Objective

To unify Korea Yacht Training Programmes and to set up systemically Yacht Training Programme from bottom and basic level through ISAF Yacht Training Resources.

Proposal

ISAF to provide:

Resources for MNA’s wishing to develop Yacht Training Programmes

A syllabus covering basic seamanship, navigation and boat handling and safety for yachts

An instructor syllabus and course

A management system for the safe and efficient running of the courses

Current Position

President of Korea Sailing Federation.

Reasons

1. Korea government appointed 50 marinas, 20 marinas almost completed their marina and 30 marinas are under construction. However Korea doesn’t have own yacht training resources. Most of the yacht training resources are from outside its not a publication.

2. KSAF are designing their own KSAF Yacht Training Programme-Therefore ISAF Training Resources would be essential to supporting KSAF to provide guidelines and an international standard manual

3. To create a basic yacht training syllabus for instructors and for participants

4. The logbook of the yacht training is the most important resource. So KSAF can set up KSAF own yacht training scheme. Also KSAF can recognise and govern the all participants sailing skills & ability. KSAF can ten deliver a suitable yacht training to them

5. KSAF needs to create a publication that contains the minimum ‘generic’ information that a sailor on one of the entry level yacht training courses would need i.e. Charts, tides, etc…